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You expect to hear about restaurant kitchens in Charleston, New Orleans, or Memphis
perfecting plates of the finest southern cuisine—from hearty red beans and rice to stewed okra
to crispy fried chicken. But who would guess that one of the most innovative chefs cooking
heirloom regional southern food is based not in the heart of biscuit country, but in the grain-fed
Midwest—in Chicago, no less? Since 2008, chef Paul Fehribach has been introducing
Chicagoans to the delectable pleasures of Lowcountry cuisine, while his restaurant Big Jones
has become a home away from home for the city’s southern diaspora. From its inception, Big
Jones has focused on cooking with local and sustainably grown heirloom crops and heritage
livestock, reinvigorating southern cooking through meticulous technique and the unique
perspective of its Midwest location. And with The Big Jones Cookbook, Fehribach brings the rich
stories and traditions of regional southern food to kitchens everywhere. Organized by region,
The Big Jones Cookbook provides an original look at southern heirloom cooking with a focus on
history, heritage, and variety. Throughout, Fehribach interweaves personal experience, historical
knowledge, and culinary creativity, all while offering tried-and-true takes on everything from
Reezy-Peezy to Gumbo Ya-Ya, Chicken and Dumplings, and Crispy Catfish. Fehribach’s dishes
reflect his careful attention to historical and culinary detail, and many recipes are accompanied
by insights about their origins. In addition to the regional chapters, the cookbook features
sections on breads, from sweet potato biscuits to spoonbread; pantry put-ups like bread and
butter pickles and chow-chow; cocktails, such as the sazerac; desserts, including Sea Island
benne cake; as well as an extensive section on snout-to-tail cooking, including homemade
Andouille and pickled pigs’ feet. Proof that you need not possess a thick southern drawl to
appreciate the comfort of creamy grits and the skill of perfectly fried green tomatoes, The Big
Jones Cookbook will be something to savor regardless of where you set your table.
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SourcesIndexPrefaceI was the kid in school who read far more books than most would think
wise for a young boy who had a wish to bond with his peers over such pursuits as sports, cars,
or, as the years rolled on, girls. Like many households back then, ours had the complete set of
Encyclopaedia Britannica, and I read those volumes with great relish, particularly the many
details of the American story—from the earliest failed settlements to the Revolutionary War, the
Indian Wars, the World Wars, and the Space Race that was still under way as I was coming of
age. I’d read the assigned history textbook by the end of the second week of class, then spend
my ample spare time diving deeper into history, most often in those encyclopedia entries. It was
the beginning of a lifelong journey, and I’ve never outgrown that very basic curiosity. Many years
later, it would come to define my cooking and become the creative engine of my first
restaurant.It’s hard to pinpoint a moment in my life when I realized I wanted to be a chef, which to
me means not only commanding a kitchen but feeding people, because it was something I
wanted to do from a very young age. From the first day I could see over the counter, I wanted to
be right at the heart of the kitchen, trying to figure it out, trying to learn what makes us tick: where
we come from, why we do what we do, and especially how all of the delicious foods I loved came
to the table.My earliest memory of field-to-table cooking was on my family’s farmstead east of
Jasper, Indiana, along one of the branches of the old Buffalo Trace. My grandparents had a
generations-old blackberry patch out along the edge of the tomato field. When I was four or five
years old, several branches of the family gathered at the old farm, as we often did back then,
and we kids were led to the blackberry patch by a few of our aunts. We spent the next couple of
hours on a sunny July morning dodging barbs while picking ripe berries and occasionally getting
a few into the gallon-size buckets we were charged with filling, rather than into our gluttonous
mouths. By the time we had filled our buckets, our faces were covered in mottled swatches of
purple.We did eventually get some blackberries back to the house, and in what seemed like an
instant the most rapturous pies emerged from the oven—thick, sweet purplish lava bubbling up
between the most perfectly golden crusts, the scent of the blackberry patch wafting through the
kitchen as steam fluttered through the top vents of the crusts. Talk about heaven. I didn’t realize it
then, but that singular experience would later compel me to return to my roots in my cooking,
always thinking of and emulating the farm that raised five generations of my family.My dad’s
mom died before I was old enough to remember her, but my many aunts helped maintain the
farm kitchen, and I remember a few things about it, most notably the pantry, which was the size
of many folks’ bedrooms. From a two-acre kitchen garden, my grandmother raised a family of
thirteen, putting up her harvest every year in meticulously organized rows of jars containing
everything from blackberry jelly and raspberry jam to pickled beets and all manner of pickled



and sweet relishes. I didn’t think anything of it at the time, but in retrospect I was witnessing a
dying way of eating, one that I’d eventually set out to revitalize for our world’s changing
demographics and economic realities.Since I grew up in a family that cooked at home, I’ve come
to advocate home cooking every chance I get, and my hope is that this book will inspire readers
to cook at home more often, and perhaps more ambitiously. Realistically, however, for many of
us the idea of cooking at home most days of the week is a fantasy, with so many households
depending on two incomes, having kids in school, along with the many other pressures of
everyday life. The reality for many people is that cooking has become a recreational pastime for
weekends or leisure time. Many adventurous eaters make a Saturday out of a trip to the farmers’
market and then putting their market ingredients to use with inspiration from cookbooks, food
television shows, or family heirloom recipes. Time well spent in my opinion. Still, eating many
meals out is here to stay.Even though home cooking is a tradition that is rooted in our collective
agrarian history, the everyday home-cooked meal is a thing of the past for most people. That
does not, however, mean we can’t enjoy that same spirit of cooking when we dine out. As
restaurants become the family table of our culture, we chefs and our staffs have begun to play
the roles of moms and grandmas and dads and the eager sons and daughters pitching in, and
our network of farms is our homestead. What I’ve sought to do is create a cuisine that is rooted
in the ethics of my grandparents’ farm, where no food was ever served that they themselves or
someone they personally knew did not raise, grow, shoot, or forage. It’s a simple concept but
challenging nonetheless, as our menus must change as frequently as the weather—but this is
how it is when you eat close to the land, as we all did in generations past and as we all can do
again. We don’t have to surrender to mass-produced foods of dubious origins. We can create a
new family table. This has always been my dream: to offer people food as pure and
unadulterated as that which raised generations of my family on that farm with the blackberry
patch.A Growing ObsessionIn retrospect, it seems like a question I should have been prepared
to answer, but when we opened Big Jones, I wasn’t ready for it. The question every food writer,
journalist, and many of our customers asked was, “Why did you decide to do Southern food?” It
took me aback at first, because to me the answer was obvious—why not cook Southern food? In
fact, I hadn’t thought much about it, other than questioning whether I could make a go of such a
restaurant in Chicago. But of course people wanted to know why. What was my inspiration, what
makes Big Jones tick?At times, this question exasperated me, but a chef can’t let that show. A
chef has to be all smiles. The question gnawed at me, though. When I’d cooked French, Mexican
street food, and Southeast Asian, it had never been asked, perhaps because people thought it
was obvious why I wanted to make pad thai or crème brûlée over and over. I wondered if chefs
with non-Italian surnames got asked why they wanted to cook Italian food. It was as if a non-
Southern chef who loves Southern cooking was a curiosity, especially in a northern city. In
Chicago, circa 2008, there was little regional Southern cooking, although there were a few good
spots for soul food and a couple for Cajun/Creole. Fundamentally, this was a sign that Southern
cooking had not yet achieved its deserved reputation as one of the world’s great regional



cuisines, but that is changing.One of the reasons I decided to cook Southern was because it
seemed no one else had done it, or at least not like I thought about it. During my years working in
the front of house at both Hi Ricky Asia Noodle Shop and Schubas Tavern, I spent a lot of my
time reading and plotting my eventual breakout with the restaurant I would call mine. Since a
fateful post-college trip, I’d held a special affinity for the cooking of New Orleans, and my
imagination had been captured from afar by Paul Prudhomme’s and then Emeril Lagasse’s
success. During my time at Schubas Tavern, I dived a little deeper into Southern cooking to
broaden our offerings there. While the format of that particular institution—still my favorite live
music club anywhere—did not permit me to do too much with what I was learning about some
other parts of the South, I did discover the Lowcountry through the writings of Vertamae
Grosvenor and John Taylor, and I was struck by a lightning bolt. By the time I was positioned to
make my move, I knew I wanted to explore Southern cooking.Just because I was falling in love
with Southern cooking didn’t mean my more rational side couldn’t have decided to do something
else. But I stuck with Southern food because once I fell for it, I delved deeper and deeper into its
many regional variations, traditions, and the rich tapestry that is its history and the foundation of
its future. From New Orleans to Charleston and then into the Appalachian mountains and the
Carolina Piedmont, the Delta Region and Deep South, I couldn’t believe what I was discovering.
During my culinary upbringing, I was taught to revere the French, idolize the Chinese, and give
great respect to Italian, Continental, and eventually Mexican cooking. Yet here was our own
homegrown cuisine, emerging in my mind as on par with all, yet completely unappreciated and
underserved, at least in Chicago.Eventually, when I read John Egerton’s seminal Southern Food:
At Home, on the Road, in History, I realized that Kentucky, right by my home country, was
regarded as having one of the greatest cooking traditions in all the South. True, I grew up across
the Mason-Dixon Line, but if you travel south or east from my part of Indiana, you’ll see that the
Kentucky countryside looks very much the same and the cooking is even more similar—fried
chicken and abundant vegetable dishes at virtually every celebration, an obsession with cakes
and pies bordering on the insane, cured and smoked pork products permeating seemingly every
aspect of cooking, pantries full of pickles and relishes, and a healthy appetite for wild-caught fish
and hunted game from deer to rabbit to squirrel and even possum. Our part of the country is
even called Kentuckiana. So, while I may not be from the South per se, I began to realize why I
felt such a magnetic attraction to Southern cooking. At least as far as Appalachian cooking goes,
it shares many currents with the food on which I was raised.Before we opened Big Jones, there
was much consideration given to the structure of the menus and how the offerings would help
define our brand. The pragmatic part of me wanted to offer up the cooking of south Louisiana,
the distinctive cuisines of the urban and diverse Creoles and rural, Caucasian Cajuns, because
this style has been successful in restaurants all across the country. I loved the cuisines and
could easily see myself cooking and eating from them every day. But the Lowcountry, Delta, and
my own Kentuckiana home called me, as did the mountains of Appalachia and even the bygone
swamps of Florida, my maternal grandmother’s birthplace and lifelong home. There were too



many stories to tell, and I wanted to tell as many of them as I could. Though it would take time for
our cooking to evolve fully, our diverse Southern regional focus was born.From grade school
through high school, geography and history were my two favorite subjects—they captured my
imagination in a way that other subjects did not. I reveled in the stories of different places and
times not just from around the country but from all over the world. The South has such an
incredibly diverse geography—from the Tidewater to the swamps and Sea Islands of the
Lowcountry and Florida; the rolling hills of the Deep South to the Caribbean-esque Gulf Coast
with its wildlife, world-class fishing, and those storied swamps and bayous of south Louisiana;
the mind-bending flatness of the Delta; all of the nuances from the interior states of Tennessee,
Kentucky, and Arkansas; and then the Appalachian Mountains, one of the most biologically
diverse and majestically beautiful tracts of land on Earth.And there is the history. Besides the
dramatic geographic and economic differences one can encounter across the South, each
region has a unique set of ethnic and racial influences that continue to evolve. These are the
ideas that cause my mind to churn. Having been born an outsider, I can say that while I love the
South’s cooking for all of these reasons, I don’t hold any particular regional affinity and have
found much to be celebrated in every part of the South.Anthelme Brillat-Savarin once wrote: “Tell
me what you eat, and I will tell you what you are.” This is the promise of Southern cooking, and
through it we can go to times and places throughout the South, past and present, and
experience them through the dishes they have left us; we can connect with this history and
geography through the achingly powerful senses of smell and taste, the experience of
consuming food.So the question is answered: the South has one of the world’s richest and most
distinctive regional cuisines, and I’m here to tell you its story. Not the whole story certainly—that
would require many more restaurants and many volumes beyond this one. I am here to take you
to the South, to times and places we can travel together and experience through the most
distinctive dishes created by southerners—whether they were slaves, housekeepers, small
farmers in the mountains, fishermen from coastal communities, chefs in prestigious French
Quarter restaurants, or slaves in antebellum plantation kitchens.Miss Lewis and the Book That
Changed EverythingShortly after we opened, a young African American couple enjoying a late
dinner thanked me for the experience and asked if I’d read any Edna Lewis. I hadn’t, but on their
fervent recommendation I looked her up. Our menus at Big Jones changed almost immediately,
and my own cooking has changed forever.Published in 1976, Edna Lewis’s The Taste of Country
Cooking tells the story of the traditional foodways with which she grew up in the early twentieth
century in Freetown, Virginia—and, boy, did they eat well. What really struck me about the book
was how the cooking of this African American family and community of very modest means
transcended race. It very easily could have been my own family’s cooking at that time. More
important, the dishes translate beautifully today. The book was laid out in seasonal menus long
before big city chefs held any pretension of seasonal cooking.The Taste of Country Cooking
started me on a search for more and even older culinary writing. In this day and age of modernist
envelope-pushing and painfully long and micro-portioned tasting menus, Ms. Lewis’s cooking is



refreshing in that it’s not trying to push any envelopes; it’s not trying to win any awards or wow
any media folks or trendinistas; it just is—confident in its simplicity.I also found a deliciously
subversive aspect to The Taste of Country Cooking that was borne out in many more cookbooks
as my collection grew. Big agribusiness and the food-processing industry would have us believe
that their modern hybrid and GMO crops and cheap processed foods are the only way to feed
the world. Yet here was proof that a family of poor African Americans—because of their
ingenuity, work ethic, and spirit—could eat better than most upper-middle-class Americans do
today. Sure, it was a lot of work, but in many families throughout history, the joy of a beautiful
meal has always been worth the work of getting food to the table. I argue all the time that the
labors of eating well are a far more worthy use of time than most of what we do these days,
whether it’s watching reality TV or getting caught up in the latest Internet gossip about a celebrity
scandal. Perhaps The Taste of Country Cooking’s most compelling quality is that each story and
recipe are brimming with the dedication and love that should be part of every family’s basic
nutrition yet so rarely is. It inspired me to further commit to seeing that kind of devotion to the
pure, true flavors that only homegrown food can produce.My studies in old Southern cookbooks
haven’t found another book as influential as The Taste of Country Cooking, but I did learn that
folks rich and poor, black, white, mixed, or other who had land and were willing to do the work
themselves (or have the help do the work for them) ate mighty well. The lack of reliable
refrigeration and canning technology made eating by the seasons a necessity, so diets were
varied and therefore far more interesting. These old cookbooks are fascinating for their many
receipts. The Kentucky Housewife (1839), for instance, boasts 1,300 receipts, and Common
Sense in the Household (1879), 1,000, to name just two. Receipts were the historic
predecessors of recipes—basic explanations of process and ingredients that rarely included
precise measurements and ingredient lists. Thus, they required a great deal of experience and
training to utilize for good results. A receipt was simply a paragraph of text explaining a
procedure and mentioning ingredients along the way, while a recipe has an ingredients list with
precise measurements and a separate narrative of instructions. What we know today as recipes
were an innovation of the late nineteenth century, so the word receipt often comes up in
discussions of historic cooking.Cooking Our History and Making It NewAs a big-city chef, I have
always felt pressure to create new things, push boundaries, and lead the pack with the most
novel, interesting dishes. Modernism is a major force in dining, and while it is undisputable fact
that food is cultural and thus always evolving, the ingredients and techniques the modernist
kitchen has given us—gellan gums, agar, and the whole host of hydrocolloids, transglutaminase
aka “meat glue,” sous-vide, and the like will probably someday become as commonplace as
baking powder, which was a very new ingredient barely more than a hundred years ago. So, in
many ways I have embraced modernism, but ultimately it’s something best left to other chefs
who want to geek out over trend-setting ingredients and cutting-edge kitchen equipment. I’m
much more likely to geek out over the history of a particular dish or the story behind this
heirloom oat or that heritage breed hog. So even as I am a chef in Chicago, one of the leading



cities worldwide for avant-garde cuisine, I’ve chosen a path less traveled and, as the famous
poem by Robert Frost goes, “that has made all the difference.”Much has been said over the last
generation about the value of comfort food and how much people miss those cozy, simple
dishes they knew from home. Trend-spotters in industry publications have repeatedly
prognosticated that comfort food will be huge, the next big thing. The problem is that comfort
food has tended to exist in restaurants in two ways. First, the processed, prefabricated, and
microwaveable garbage that is hawked in chain restaurants and bad bar-and-grills and diners
these days; and second, in fine-dining restaurants that typically seek to “elevate” this country
cooking into something that hardly resembles the food that inspired them in the first place. I’m
not faulting the chefs who want to elevate this dish or that—it’s a natural instinct for us creative
people, and many chefs create wonderful and compelling menus this way—but again my path is
different. Comfort food isn’t even a term I like, preferring to call those dishes country cooking
since they are all rooted in America’s agrarian past—and frankly for any dish associated with
these deep-rooted traditions, integrity of both ingredients and basic cooking techniques is
paramount. America’s metaphorical grandma didn’t take shortcuts much less pop in
microwaveable dishes, so the infiltration of this cooking by processed foods is a major departure
from its very spirit.One passing conversation with my dad led me to focus even more on old
cookbooks and to develop what has become our trademark historic cooking at Big Jones. When
I have the chance to get home and visit the family in the woods outside Jasper, Indiana, I always
grill my dad with questions about their ways of eating and drinking on the farm where our family
first settled in 1836 five generations ago. We are a German Catholic farming family that was
traditionally oriented. Grandma Rose and Grandpa Albert had eleven kids, bringing the
household to thirteen hungry bellies. My dad told me that they almost never took more than a
single, standard kitchen-size trash can a week to the dump, which astounded me. A household
of thirteen! I decided right then and there to become as efficient in my own cooking as they had
been, and as Edna Lewis’s family had been, too. I thought the best way to learn to minimize
waste was to mine old cookbooks for receipts and wisdom, and they’ve become the primary
outside influences on my cooking.Many of our dishes and special-event menus have a date
listed next to them. This is always a reference to the inspiration of the dish or menu, always a
time and place in the South with a story I want to tell. I add the dates either because I found an
interesting receipt in a cookbook or was able to parse together a dish or menu by reading any
manner of literature from that time. It’s a way to engage guests in a conversation about how
traditional Southern foods have always evolved and will continue to do so. As a bit of a history
buff, I enjoy presenting many dishes not as we know them today, but as they originated, as in my
Reezy-Peezy, ca. 1780, a slave-kitchen staple that is the ancestral dish of the more familiar
hoppin’ john, which is often made with black-eyed peas. The reezy-peezy of 1780, however, was
often made with Carolina Gold rice middlins, the “shorts” or broken grains from the milling
process that are separated and cooked as grits, and Sea Island red peas—the very crops we
use to make the dish, giving us all a special opportunity to connect with the past.Much of our



cooking at Big Jones is, in fact, very modern. When we do a dish with modern techniques and
ingredients, I always take the opportunity to remind my cooks and my staff that history leads us
to the present day, and the present will be history in the future. So, while our historically focused
cooking draws attention for its nineteenth-century fried steak receipts and 1930s-era étouffées,
you will also find us paying homage to the changing foodways of the South with much more
contemporary expressions such as the “Banh mi Po’ Boy,” which relates to the cuisine of the
Vietnamese immigrants who have sent delicious shockwaves through south Louisiana’s
cooking, becoming part of the fabric that will be tomorrow’s history. We also nod to the Mexicans
who are leaving their own mountain communities for Appalachia, and finding that hominy and
pigs and goats feed us so deliciously here as well, and into which their traditional cooking
blends seamlessly.Like our menus at Big Jones, this book is dedicated to all of the people who
have done the work, cultivated the fields, foraged the forests, fished the seas and salt marshes,
tilled the fields, threshed the grains, slaughtered the animals, built and tended the fires, and lived
and breathed the craft that is Southern food. I am able to do what I do only because of you, and
it is my dream that as our present becomes history, I have done a little something to enrich us
all.Lessons in Regional Southern CookingWhen we first opened, we called our cuisine
“Contemporary Coastal Southern,” even as our cooking was far more regional. Part of it was a
marketing decision, hoping to evoke a link to New Orleans and Charleston, and it partly reflected
a desire to create a restaurant you could theoretically drop on King Street in Charleston or
Magazine Street in New Orleans that the locals would enjoy. While we emphasized local and
artisan ingredients in addition to a Southern pedigree, we combined them in new and novel
ways, as any modern Southern restaurant would, often deconstructing dishes and applying
modernist techniques, with no real emphasis on “traditional” Southern—which I always viewed
as a very malleable concept, since one person’s tradition is another’s heresy.But Big Jones isn’t
located on King or Magazine Street. It’s in Chicago, home to expatriated (and often homesick)
southerners looking for a connection to their home, and non-southerners, most of whom have
had only passing experiences with Southern food, maybe through extended family, but more
likely via a vacation or business travel to New Orleans, Atlanta, or other points south. We
industry folks have always known that typical tourists most often get served mass-produced
facsimiles of traditional dishes; and while savvy food tourists know where to get the good stuff,
there’s often a disconnect between what many Yankees think of as Southern food and what it
really is, which is a regionally diverse, richly varied cuisine. It’s not that they don’t have a good
idea what great Southern food is; it’s often simply a lack of exposure to its many variations.
Sadly, in many cases, it’s a Foodservice, Inc., facsimile of Southern food in a tourist trap.The
problem is that since we’re not in the South, many folks, mostly non-southerners, take their
limited knowledge of Southern cooking and apply rigid constraints to their expectations of what
we should be serving. Two particular examples come to mind, and in both instances I can
demonstrate why, even in the case of such a historic and traditionally based cuisine as
Southern, dogma has no place.I often think of my maternal grandmother Melba Morelos’s way of



frying vegetables—in lard, of course, but she always used a wheat flour dredge. She’s as
Southern as it gets, born and raised in Fort Myers, Florida, back when it was still a little fishing
village, with family history in Stone Mountain, Georgia, and later moving on to Texas and then
east Tennessee. Of course, many folks would tell you that to fry vegetables in wheat flour is a
mortal sin—you must fry vegetables in cornmeal. But I still dream of her fried cauliflower, which
is one of the dishes that most makes me ache for her kitchen. I once asked my grandma why
she used wheat flour to fry her vegetables. Her answer? “I like it better.” I’d say a southerner
cooking vegetables in the South is making Southern food, and just as there’s more than one way
to skin a squirrel, there’s more than one way to fry a vegetable.Gumbo is another great example.
Our staple gumbo, Gumbo Ya-Ya, is made with a very dark, smoky, almost charred roux, like you
will almost never find in New Orleans, but will experience at locations west (mostly) and south of
town, in Cajun country. Now, someone can have an excellent Creole seafood gumbo at
Galatoire’s or Commander’s Palace, and a great chicken and andouille gumbo at any number of
places downtown or in the French Quarter, and come by Big Jones looking for a “New Orleans
fix.” Unfortunately, gumbo like we make it is hardly to be found in New Orleans restaurants.
Sometimes the gumbo is returned to the kitchen with the guest’s admonition that it “tastes burnt.”
We’ve learned to take that occurrence in stride, comp the gumbo, and buy them a drink—but
we’re not about to change our gumbo. Our gumbo has legions of die-hard fans, and for those
who don’t take a liking to it right away, it’s our hope that at least we’ve given them a little bit of
exposure to something Southern they haven’t experienced before. When guests are willing to
engage in conversation about the topic, many are astounded to learn that many Cajuns,
particularly south of I-10, don’t use roux in their gumbo at all! At the end of the day, we know
every dish can’t please every person. There’s plenty of food on the menu, and our salutations to
New Orleans abound.Southerners, on the other hand, typically take right to most of our cooking
because they grew up with all the regional variety, even the door-to-door variations of things like
pimiento cheese recipes in the Piedmont or gumbo in Cajun country, where everyone has their
own take—just like chili in Texas or barbecue anywhere there’s a fire. That said, they often find
themselves at Big Jones because they miss some things they grew up with—crowder peas,
vinegary greens, fried okra, good biscuits, cornbread without a peck of sugar in it, you name it.
We’ve always felt an obligation to do what we can to make them feel at home. My interest in
Southern food reached a boiling point because it reminded me of home and appealed to my
natural curiosities in history and geography. It’s made a comfortable home for me, one I enjoy
sharing with southerners and non-southerners alike.About This BookSince the day we opened,
guests have frequently requested recipes for everything from cornbread to gumbo to green
goddess dressing and everything in between. It’s always been our policy to give anyone a recipe
from Big Jones’s files if they just took the time to write and ask for it specifically, with a couple of
notable exceptions—our fried chicken and cornbread recipes have been top secret until the
publishing of this book. All the while, as our cooking became more focused and our reputation
grew, the call for recipes came ever more frequently, and so it seemed time to make a recipe



book available for sale. Most of these recipes, after all, were already written, leaving me only the
need to scale them for home cooks and have them tested for use in your kitchen, a very different
environment from our professional kitchen at the restaurant.The Big Jones Cookbook started as
an idea to put together three dozen or so of our most-requested recipes into a small, staple-
bound leaflet to easily get the requested recipes into the hands of anyone who wanted them. As
I started compiling recipes, it quickly became apparent that thirty-odd popular recipes left a fairly
lopsided view of our cooking. I decided that the book, when fully compiled, would need to
represent our kitchen as the microcosm that it is: a self-contained modern homestead kitchen,
utilizing whole hogs and putting up the full seasonal rotation of pickles and preserves as
creatively as we can while maintaining proper respect and deference to practices and flavor
combinations that are time-tested, yet always with an eye to improvisation. It became clear that
this would be a book of far greater scope, and as reality set in I had to accept that we wouldn’t
be able to do a fully representative volume, at least not yet, because over the course of a year
we use well over four hundred recipes just for our regular menus, specials aside.Selecting barely
more than one hundred recipes for the book, in order to keep the scope of it manageable and
create an affordable finished product, proved quite a challenge in itself. I wanted to fully
represent our cooking style, which meant that all seasons of produce and a full rotation of
bakery recipes should be available, and even glimpses of charcuterie production and the art of
pickles and preserves would need to be included. Consequently, many of these recipes are not
generally available at the restaurant all the time, but only in season or on special menus. Ramps,
for instance, are only in season for a few weeks; pawpaws, maybe two weeks. But these are
special ingredients we appreciate, and I wanted to share with you some ways to use them, if you
can find them at your local market. Other recipes utilize widely available pantry ingredients and
are staples at Big Jones, and I wanted to make it possible for you to reproduce our cooking in
your home.As a longtime home-cooking enthusiast myself, putting these recipes into print
means much more than giving you ingredients lists and basic instructions. I’ve been fortunate to
have ample time over the years to cook at home, and I also bring thirty years of professional
cooking experience to the table. In my spare time, I often volunteer to present cooking
demonstrations to regular folks at farmers’ markets, festivals, or wherever I have the chance to
inspire people to cook at home. My desire is not only to motivate you to put your pans to the fire,
but also share as much of my knowledge as I can to enable you to cook restaurant-quality food
in your home kitchen. It would be pointless to present these recipes without offering the
information you need to cook them as well yourself as we do at Big Jones, so I hope that’s what
we’ve done with this book.A lot of thought was given to how to organize the book, and it
presented a unique challenge because our cooking is regionally diffuse. Cookbooks have often
been organized into your basic courses of appetizers, entrées, sides, desserts, et cetera, or
even by seasonal menus. But the regional nature of our cooking presented a special opportunity
to do what I love doing—telling stories about the South and its unique and delicious foodways.
Each region is different and has its own stories to tell. Since our ambition is to tell the South’s



story through food, why not organize the book by region? The notable exceptions of breads, the
bar, the pantry, and the whole hog, or charcuterie, are given their own sections since these are
arts in and of themselves, and they are often much more universal and hard to pin to a specific
part of the South. Our whole hog program—which we call boucherie after the Cajun word for
butchering—while modeled very much after the Cajun tradition, is offered in the back of the
book since these recipes are highly ambitious for home cooks. Nonetheless, I felt compelled to
offer them because they are sometimes requested by guests as well as colleagues, and it would
be impossible to fully represent our cooking without including the most common recipes of our
boucherie program.Whatever your level of ambition—even if all you ever wanted to do was to be
able to make our cornbread or beignets at home—my goal in this book is to give you the
knowledge necessary to cook as well in your kitchen as we do in ours. I haven’t held back any
secrets here. My quest is to advance both home cooking and Southern cuisine, and my hope is
that this book is useful to those ends and that you enjoy making the recipes I have offered. All
else aside, the way we cook at Big Jones is laid bare here, so hopefully this book is illuminating
in that respect alone.AcknowledgmentsI would like to thank these folks for making this book
possible:Mark Armantrout, my partner and best friend, for his love, support, unwavering work
ethic, dedication to sustainable agriculture and animal welfare, and putting up with a chef’s work
schedule.Mom and Dad, Joseph and Sandra Fehribach, and my many brothers and sisters—
Dean, Brett, Pam, Gavin, and Lori—for being the most supportive, loving family anyone could
hope for. Every day in my cooking, I hope I can show my guests a taste of the many joys we have
shared as a family.We are all blessed here in Chicago with a wonderful network of farms and
suppliers that make a difference not only in their stewardship of the land and water, but by
inspiring us with their produce. Thanks to Kilgus Farmstead, Spence Farm and Stewards of the
Land, Genesis Growers, Three Sisters Garden, Little Farm on the Prairie, Moore Family Farm,
Green Acres, Seedling, Oriana’s Oriental Orchard, Gunthorp Farm, the Slagels, LaPryor,
Catalpa Grove, Mint Creek, Nick Nichols, Growing Power, Ellis Farm, Mick Klug, and, more
broadly, the Green City Market.In many ways, this could be considered “The Little Anson Mills
Cookbook”: thank you, Glenn Roberts, for your leadership, and Catherine Schopfer, for the best
service I have ever had from a supplier, bar none. Your milled goods continue to awe me every
day.The contributions of African Americans to American cuisine, and Southern cuisine
specifically, cannot be overstated and are seldom recognized. Unfortunately, history does not
remember many of their names, but we can be thankful for what they have left for us all to enjoy.
Thanks also to the authors who have brought so much light to my heart through their books and
stories of the African Americans we do remember: Edna Lewis, Jessica B. Harris, Abby Fischer,
Judith Carney, Mary Moore Bremer, Dori Sanders, Vertamae Grosvenor, Sally Ann Robinson,
and many more yet to come.I’ve been lucky to work with some of the best minds in public
relations over the years: special thanks to Ellen Malloy of Morsel for her friendship and guidance,
and Jamie Estes of Estes Public Relations.Thank you to a few authors—John Egerton, Edna
Lewis, Eugene Walter, and Matt Lee and Ted Lee—without whom I might still be a Southern



cooking neophyte, without the deep understanding their words have gifted me.Thanks also to
the Southern Foodways Alliance and Director John T. Edge, for giving true meaning to our work
as cooks, by finding and documenting the stories that reflect us as we are, and by setting a table
where we can all celebrate our history and consider our future together as one people.Many
chefs, sous chefs, and cooks have made meaningful contributions that made this book possible,
notably Corey Fuller, Andrew Swanson, Phyllis Thomas, Joshua Hutton, Carrie Bradley,
Reynaldo Reyna, Velman Miranda, and Oscar Ortiz. Thanks also to Andrew Shay, brilliant
illustrator of this book and able mixologist, and dining-room captain since we opened our
doors.Most of all, thanks to you, my reader, and our guests at Big Jones, for supporting our work
and giving me the chance to live this dream that is still evolving, but which I hope will make a
difference in the lives of everyone it touches—I hope that Big Jones enriches your life in some
small way and that this cookbook is practical and inspirational.They say that smell is the sense
with the most enduring memories, which is surely why I am so obsessed with home-baked
breads.My mom used to make a simple home-style white bread for Thanksgiving for which I
have yearned every day of my life. While I remember the taste so vividly, that sense is
inextricably linked to the aroma, and home-baked bread is one of the most indelible smells we
encounter in our lives. After all my years of experience in baking, I still can’t make a bread that
nourishes me in the same way as that simple pan bread my mom used to make, because those
sensory memories are intertwined with childhood, family, and the goodwill and innocence of the
holidays.I’m not sure exactly where I got the notion that bread tastes better in the house in which
it was baked, but I have always felt strongly that Big Jones should produce every type of bread
we can. That compulsion is based more upon the preservation of the aroma, texture, and taste
of freshly baked breads than it is a philosophical question, but it’s an interesting question
nonetheless—if you could instantly transport freshly baked bread, Star Trek–style, anywhere
else on the planet, would it still taste the same, even minutes out of the oven? Fundamentally it
would, but great bread does lose something when transported—when you bake bread at home
and serve it for a meal, the smell from the baking process lingers; and even as it fades to
imperceptible levels, it adds a layer to the experience, echoing the aromas that waft about your
palate as you chew, and breathe, and swallow, and breathe.As a cook, the happiest moments in
my life come when I arrive at the restaurant from a break or a trip, and I walk into a bustling
dining room, filled with the aroma of freshly baked cornbread. It gets me every time, fills me with
pride, and as the aroma takes over my consciousness, if only for a moment, lets me know I’m
home.One of my essential eccentricities that every Big Jones employee, front of house or back
of house, learns during their first hours on the job is that cornbread goes straight from the oven
to the table, period. How we do it involves a little choreography, but when that bread is put in
front of you, I want you to know by the smell and taste that we baked it just for you. The
cornbread we serve isn’t your share of cornbread that we baked for hundreds of people—we
baked yours just for you. When the stars align and service goes just right, there is always the
smell of freshly baked cornbread in the air. Yes, the cornbread recipe I’m sharing with you is



special, and we hear every day from guests that it’s the best cornbread they’ve ever had, but I
think just as often that perception is because we actually bake it to order. It’s tricky, but worth
it.I’ve considered many ideas for other breads at Big Jones, and I’ll make a little admission here.
I spent a few years studying artisan baking while considering opening a bakery, so at least in
theory we have a lot of options on the table. At the beginning and end of every day, though, I find
myself wanting these traditional breads, baked at home.Skillet CornbreadWe make hundreds of
skillets of cornbread every week, using small 7-inch cast-iron skillets that are perfect for serving
two to four people. Making your cornbread at home as good as ours is easy: one of the essential
tricks is to preheat the skillet so the edges of the bread start to cook at once, giving them extra
time to turn crispy before the center cooks to creamy perfection. You should feel free to make
this recipe in muffin pans if you prefer—just get the heaviest muffin pans you can find. Some
companies such as Cajun Cast Iron and Lodge make cast-iron muffin pans, which I highly
recommend over the lightweight nonstick variety common in the kitchen section of department
stores.I got the idea for this particular style of cornbread—using a portion of hominy in place of
some of the cornmeal—from the hominy bread recipes you can find in old colonial and early
antebellum cookbooks. You might call it a lazy form of spoonbread, but the clever part is that it
has just enough structure so you can hold it in your hands, which is a great sensation when the
bread is piping hot. The masa flour provides an extra-fine texture and is also the secret behind
our cornbread’s down-pillow softness. Anson Mills makes an excellent true masa flour.
Commercial dry masa flours make a weak substitute but do work.Lard or bacon drippings make
far and away the best cornbread, although we are known to use duck fat, goose fat, or chicken
fat in a pinch, or clarified butter on request for vegetarians. If you go the vegetarian route, a
warning: you must use clarified butter, because the butter solids will burn by the time the
cornbread is done baking. For your convenience, instructions for making clarified butter are
included in the pantry section in the back of this book.PREP TIME: 50 minutesEQUIPMENT
NEEDED: 12-inch cast-iron skillet, 4-quart mixing bowl, small bowl, wire whisk, pot holder,
wooden spoon, ladleSERVES: 6 to 81 cup fresh lard, bacon fat, or unsalted butter, divided1-1/2
cups stone-ground white cornmeal3/4 cup fine masa flour2 teaspoons cream of tartar1
teaspoon baking soda2 teaspoons kosher salt1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper6 large eggs3 cups
lowfat buttermilk• Preheat oven to 425°F. Place 1/2 cup of the lard, bacon fat, or butter in a 12-
inch cast-iron skillet, and then put in the oven to melt as the oven preheats while you make the
batter.• Melt the remaining 1/2 cup of lard, bacon fat, or butter, then set aside in a warm spot.
Combine cornmeal, masa flour, cream of tartar, baking soda, salt, and cayenne pepper in a 4-
quart mixing bowl, and whisk to combine thoroughly. In a separate small bowl, whisk the eggs
until frothy, then whisk in the buttermilk and combine thoroughly. While whisking, add the other
1/2 cup of the butter or lard, pouring in a thin, steady stream to incorporate thoroughly. Pour the
wet mixture into the dry mixture all at once, and slowly stir them with a wooden spoon to
combine until smooth and lump-free. The batter will resemble a slightly loose pancake batter.•
Remove the pan with the hot butter or lard from the oven, and place on a pot holder. Carefully



ladle the batter into the center of the pan, dropping each fresh ladleful onto the last, so that the
butter pools around the edges.• Continue until all batter is in the pan.• Return the pan to the
oven, and bake just until set in the center, about 30 minutes. It should feel springy when you tap
it with your finger. Serve hot at once with lots of butter.Sally LunnOne of the South’s storybook
breads, Sally Lunn has been popular since the earliest cookbooks from the antebellum period.
The delightful cake-like texture makes it perfect for slathering with butter while still hot from the
pan, and it also makes spectacular French toast.The recipe is believed to date to a thirteen-
century bakery in England called Sally Lunn. Why it became so popular over many other breads
is probably a story lost to the centuries, but I suspect it might have something to do with the fact
that the baker is excused from the long, arduous process of kneading, which must have been a
tough labor before the days of fans, air conditioners, or stand mixers.Sally Lunn deteriorates
fairly quickly after baking, becoming drier and more brittle, so if you’re planning to serve it as
your bread with a meal, time it to come out of the oven as close to mealtime as you can. It’s best
to start 3 to 4 hours before you plan to serve.PREP TIME: 3 hoursEQUIPMENT NEEDED: 1-
quart saucepan, digital food thermometer, stand mixer with flat beater or a hand mixer, sifter,
rubber spatula, wooden spoon, 2-pound loaf pan, wire cooling rackMAKES: one 2-pound loaf1/2
cup whole milk1/4 cup plus 1 tablespoon granulated sugar1 teaspoon instant baker’s yeast1/4
cup (1/2 stick) unsalted butter, at room temperature3 large eggs1 tablespoon kosher salt3 cups
all-purpose flour, sifted before measuring, then resifted• In a 1-quart saucepan, warm the milk
and 1 tablespoon of the sugar over low heat until it is lukewarm (about 110°F on a digital food
thermometer). Then stir in the yeast and set aside in a warm place until the yeast is foaming and
active, about 10 minutes. The yeast will form a foamy raft atop the milk.• In a stand mixer with the
flat beater attachment, or in a 4-quart mixing bowl with a hand mixer, cream the butter with the
remaining 1/4 cup sugar until light and fluffy. Add the eggs, one at a time, incorporating each
until the mixture is smooth and foamy. It will become a little thinner with the addition of each egg.
After the last egg, continue mixing for another few minutes until very light and fluffy, double the
original bulk.• Add the salt, then sprinkle about one-third of the flour into the eggs and fold in
with a rubber spatula. Fold in half the milk mixture, then another third of the flour, then the other
half of the milk, followed by the last third of the flour. Do not knead. The dough should be soft
and quite sticky. Cover with plastic wrap, and set to rise in a warm place until doubled in bulk,
about 2 hours.• Preheat oven to 350°F.• Use a wooden spoon to “punch down” the dough, then
place in a buttered 2-pound loaf pan, cover gently with plastic wrap, and set in a warm place to
rise again to one and a half times its original size, about another hour. Once risen, remove
plastic wrap and place on the center rack of the oven. Bake until the internal temperature reads
185°F on a digital food thermometer and the top is golden brown, about 45 to 55 minutes. Allow
to cool for 10 minutes before turning out onto a breadboard to serve hot, or cool on a wire rack to
use later.PopoversPopovers are far and away my favorite quick bread—as close as it gets to
kitchen magic. Just a few ingredients and no added leavening—the eggs do all the lifting—and
with a little savvy technique, you get a hollow roll that is at once delightfully crispy at first bite,



giving way to an irresistible creamy body with a rich yet clean egg flavor that pairs well with just
about anything you want to serve alongside or slather over them.Popovers are thought to be an
Americanization of the famed pudding of Yorkshire, England, and it seems fairly certain that they
are derivative. The primary difference is that popovers eliminate the drippings from the roast
beef pan that define a Yorkshire pudding. They appear in Mrs. Dull’s Southern Cooking from
1928 and Edna Lewis’s The Taste of Country Cooking among many other Southern cookbooks. I
selected them for the menu at Big Jones because they are not only wonderful when properly
prepared, but fairly scarce nowadays. I love finding and reviving old recipes, and this is one of
the best because popovers are unique and versatile. You can easily bake them at home, and by
following some simple instructions we’ve developed through much experience with this delicacy,
you can make them as well as we do.Our staff loves these hot out of the oven with cane or
maple syrup. Personally, I’m likely to stuff them with goat cheese, a slice of bacon, and a slice of
avocado, fold them over, and enjoy how the creaminess of the goat cheese and avocado dance
with the chewiness and fine crispness of the bacon and popover. It’s my favorite breakfast
sandwich. Fortunately, it’s an easy 30-minute breakfast for you at home with this recipe and
some good bacon.PREP TIME: 1 hourEQUIPMENT NEEDED: 12-cup muffin pan, 4-quart
mixing bowl, wire whisk, sifter, small ladleMAKES: 12 popovers1/4 cup lard or clarified unsalted
butter3 large eggs1-1/2 cups skim milk1-1/2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted before measuring then
resifted1 teaspoon kosher salt1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper• Preheat the oven to 425°F. Using a
muffin pan with cups that hold 1/2 cup, place 1 teaspoon of the butter or lard in each muffin cup.
Put the muffin pan in the oven to melt the butter or lard as the oven preheats while you make the
batter.• In a 4-quart mixing bowl, crack the eggs and make sure to remove any bits of shell.
Whisk thoroughly until frothy. Whisk in one-third of the milk, then sift one-third of the flour over
the wet mixture while whisking it in. Whisk vigorously to break up any lumps until you have a
smooth, thick batter. Whisk in another third of the milk, followed by a third of the flour, and repeat
once more until all is incorporated and the batter is smooth. Stir in the salt and cayenne.•
Remove the muffin pan from the oven and place on a heat-proof surface. Carefully ladle 1/4 cup
of batter into the center of each cup, so that the oil pools around the sides. The batter should
sizzle a bit as it’s poured into the hot pan. Return the filled pan to the lower rack of the oven and
bake for 20 minutes, then reduce heat to 325°F and bake for another 20 minutes. The popovers
are done when massively puffed and a deep rich golden brown, about 40 to 45 minutes. Serve
at once with butter and jam, or use to make Eggs New Orleans (page 85).Farmstead
BiscuitsWhen I started to mature as a cook and learn about American regional cooking, I was
stunned to learn that biscuits were considered a Southern food (I had a similar revelation with
fried chicken) because they were something I grew up with in southern Indiana, and we were
some biscuit-eating folks even north of the Mason-Dixon. Of course after many years of studying
culinary history and comparing its stories with what I knew about American history, I learned that
the food I grew up with, while in the very far south of the old Union, was very much Southern in
lineage and heritage, sharing a history and ethnic background with much of Appalachia and the



Piedmont regions. Biscuits are one of those foods that helped me understand why I fell in love
with Southern food so deeply—it’s very much the same cooking on which I was raised.Biscuits
have an interesting history. Most folks don’t realize that baking powder hasn’t been around very
long, only since the late nineteenth century, and baking soda not that much longer. Cooks used
to have to go to all sorts of laborious lengths to get even a little rise out of their biscuits; beaten
biscuits surely caused their share of carpal tunnel syndrome in the days before soda biscuits
became the norm.Today we can enjoy these as an easy quick bread. I call them farmstead
biscuits because this is as close as it gets to the biscuits on my great-grandparents’ old
farmstead years ago—lard, flour, a little leavening, and buttermilk. Properly made, they are rich,
tangy, and flaky: the perfect accompaniment to butter, jam, sorghum, eggs, or any salt pork or
gravy you feel like cooking up.PREP TIME: 1 hourEQUIPMENT NEEDED: 10-by-18-inch sheet
pan or cookie sheet, sifter, 4-quart mixing bowl, rolling pin, 2-inch biscuit cutterMAKES: 12
biscuits2-1/4 cups pastry flour, sifted before measuring (if you can’t find pastry flour, you may
use 1-1/4 cups all-purpose and 1 cup cake flour)1-1/2 teaspoons baking soda3/4 teaspoon
cream of tartar1/2 teaspoon kosher salt1/4 cup plus 3 tablespoons fresh lard, duck fat, or
unsalted butter, chilled and cut into small bits1/2 cup plus 2 tablespoons lowfat buttermilk•
Preheat oven to 425°F.• Butter a 10-by-18-inch sheet pan and have at the ready. Sift the flour
before measuring, then add the baking soda, cream of tartar, and salt to the flour, and sift again
into a 4-quart mixing bowl. Add the lard to the flour mixture. Using your hands, begin flattening
the lard between your fingers while working it into the dough, then begin rubbing the lard into the
flour between your hands until it is evenly incorporated but the mixture still looks rough and
mealy.• Add the buttermilk and mix quickly for a few seconds with your fingers. Allow to stand for
20 seconds for the flour to hydrate, then resume mixing, working to push the dough into a rough
ball with as little effort as possible. Once the dough holds together, flour your hands well and
knead the dough for only four turns, then turn out onto a floured work surface. Press out the
dough with your hands to 1 inch thick, crimping and pressing in the edges to form a solid disk
with smooth, squared edges. Use a rolling pin to roll out to 3/4 inch thick. Use a biscuit cutter (2
inches is ideal) to cut out biscuits, using a straight down-and-up motion without twisting the
biscuit cutter, and place on the buttered baking sheet. When all biscuits are cut, you can re-form
scraps to make more biscuits—just be careful to work the dough as little as possible.• Place the
biscuits on the top shelf of the oven and bake for about 25 minutes, until deep golden brown and
fluffy in the center. Serve hot with gravy or butter and preserves.Sweet Potato BiscuitsOne of the
most popular dishes from our early days’ brunch menu was char-grilled andouille, redeye gravy,
and these delicious biscuits. I learned them from my friend Wade Turnipseed, son of Arkansas,
although his parents grew up in the Mississippi Delta. It doesn’t get any more Southern than this.
The mashed sweet potato lends these a soft texture, besides the delicious sweet potato flavor.
They are slightly sweet and have a freshly baked bread aroma that’s terribly addictive, boosted
by the warm, comforting cinnamon spice.These are even better with sorghum than regular
biscuits—try slathering them with butter while still hot and then drizzling sorghum over the



melting butter, or serve with pan-fried ham (page 120) or andouille and redeye gravy.You can
use canned sweet potato for this recipe, the results will be fine; but for truly great biscuits like we
serve at Big Jones, make these in the fall or winter with new crop sweet potatoes from your local
farmers’ market.PREP TIME: 1 hour for baking sweet potatoes (may be done ahead of time); 1
hour for mixing and bakingEQUIPMENT NEEDED: 10-by-18-inch sheet pan or cookie sheet,
sifter, 4-quart mixing bowl, rolling pin, 2-inch biscuit cutterMAKES: 18 biscuits1 cup baked sweet
potato pulp2-1/2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted before measuring3 tablespoons granulated
sugar1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg1/2 teaspoon freshly ground
pepper2 teaspoons baking soda1 teaspoon cream of tartar1/2 teaspoon kosher salt1/2 cup
fresh lard, duck fat, or unsalted butter, chilled and cut into small bits1/4 cup plus 1 tablespoon
lowfat buttermilk• One to three days before you plan to make your biscuits (this recipe also works
well with leftover sweet potatoes), wrap two medium sweet potatoes in foil and bake until tender.
Allow to cool on the countertop for an hour, and then refrigerate until you are ready to make your
biscuits.• Preheat oven to 375°F.• Butter a 10-by-18-inch sheet pan and have at the ready. Peel
baked sweet potatoes, then measure out 1 cup of the pulp and set aside. Sift the flour before
measuring, then add the sugar, spices, baking soda, cream of tartar, and salt to the flour, and sift
again. Add the lard to the flour. Using your hands, begin flattening the lard between your fingers
while working it into the dough, then begin rubbing the lard into the flour between your hands
until it is evenly incorporated.• Add the sweet potato pulp and buttermilk to the flour mixture, and
mix quickly for a few seconds with your fingers. Allow to stand for 20 seconds for the flour to
hydrate, then resume mixing, working to push the dough into a rough ball with as little effort as
possible. If the dough becomes too sticky, flour your hands. Once the dough can form a ball,
knead just four turns, then turn out onto a floured work surface. Press out the dough with your
hands to 1 inch thick, crimping and pressing in the edges to form a solid disk with smooth,
squared edges. Use a rolling pin to roll out to 3/4 inch thick. Use a biscuit cutter (2 inches is
ideal) to cut out biscuits, and place on the buttered baking sheet. When all the biscuits are cut,
you can re-form scraps to make more biscuits—just be careful to work the dough as little as
possible.• Place the biscuits on the middle shelf of the oven and bake for about 30 minutes, until
deep golden brown and fluffy in the center. Serve hot with gravy or butter and
preserves.Cheddar BiscuitsThe most indulgent of biscuit recipes, cheddar biscuits are as
addictive as they are rich, so make sure you have company on hand when you make these, lest
you wind up eating them all yourself! Interestingly, I had my first cheddar biscuit in the
Mississippi Delta at a small café in the charming small town of Greenwood, surrounded by
cotton and sweet potato fields. It was one of those days I felt like I learned a little bit about what it
truly means to be Southern.In my opinion, these are best enjoyed with good apple butter as a
quick and simple breakfast. Of course, you can expand from there, using them to make bacon
breakfast sandwiches or serving them with eggs and bacon or ham. When you’re serving
cheddar biscuits, always have some fresh fruit at hand to help cut the richness. Served in late
summer with peaches or in fall with pickled peaches are two great alternatives to the apple



butter option.
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Eric Olson, “A really excelllent read about the history and culture of southern foodways.. I feel a
little silly reviewing a cookbook that I haven't made anything out of yet but I'm compelled to do so
for two reasons. First, I've been to Big Jones many times and really enjoy the food so I'm sure
the recipes are going to be great, but second and more compellingly this cookbook is truly a
good read. In fact, I read it on the beach in Mexico. Chef Fehribach's writing is excellent,
engaging and historically interesting. The book explores some of the history and traditions of
southern foods ways; in the New Orleans section he explains the blurring distinction between
cajun and creole as well as anyone I've read. And while it's well beyond my level of commitment,
the book includes recipes for making everything truly from scratch, all the way down to making
your own Worcester sauce for pimento cheese.”

nickj, “A cookbook that will be cherished more and more by each generation to come. Fehribach
does an excellent job of explaining the rich history imbued into each ingredient and recipe. It’s
apparent he is intelligent and extremely well-versed in history in general, and particularly as it
relates to our ancestors of various southern regions. The book is personal, educational,
interesting and gives a studiously accurate historical description of the recipes and ingredients
he includes in his fabulous dishes. I often pick up this cookbook when I want to relax and be
transported back in time to my southern heritage. Critics have mentioned a recipe or two in this
book doesn’t yield the same results as, say a current restaurant you would find in New Orleans.
Fehribach isn’t trying to share with us what is “current” and what we have come to “know” what a
particular dish tastes like. He is sharing with us a rich cultural and accurate historical journey of
our Southern ancestors.  An excellent read whether or not you are a cook.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excited to learn cooking!. I am very happy with how fast it was delivered
but unhappy with the fact that it was not delivered to my door.I am excited to read this and learn
new recipes ”

Roy O, “I really like how he tells deep and thoughtful stories about the .... Unexpected for a
modern-day chef cookbook, this one doesn't have photography hitting on all the latest trends. I
really like how he tells deep and thoughtful stories about the recipes and their origins, and the
recipes I've tried so far have been excellent. The artwork and layout are unusual and very
pleasing, making this one of the most beautiful two-color books I've ever seen. Highly
recommended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Well written with very interesting historical information and
stories. An in depth look at Southern cooking - well researched. Great instructions with each
recipe.”



Kathleen, “How cool Mr. Paul has a book! His restaurant is terrific!. Just got the book, which was
a delightful surprise. Mr. Fehribach has a small restaurant by the same name on 5347 N. Clark St
in Chicago (in a family type neighborhood called Andersonville, popular with gays; beware, the
area surrounding it isn't too savory so lock your car and be mindful of your surroundings) that I've
gone to several times. Wonderful food! I'm hoping some of the recipes he serves up at his
restaurant are featured in this book. In any case, when visiting the north side of Chicago, I
strongly advise you to check Big Jones restaurant out! Be sure to make a reservation, especially
for Sunday brunch. You won't be disappointed!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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